Introducing Phrazer®- OS Shannon
The novel, CITE OS that pioneers a new standard in critical communication, hyper human and
machine enhanced services will do honor and pay homage to the founder of Information Theory,
the great Claude E. Shannon. Phrazer’s OS Shannon, release v1, October 15, 2018 introduces
new Multi-path Realtime Messaging features to the world’s only medical grade, purpose built
Operating System. The OS Shannon provides many new to the world features and capabilities.
Here we list a few of the most impressive features for a taste of the future of ethical, effective care:

Multi-path Realtime Messaging (MRM)

CITE Powered

OS Shannon enables new levels of Information Theory benefit to
effectively engage patients, staff, and health records in a high value
novel way for unprecedented accuracy, efficiency and efficacy.

Kitsune II Integration
OS Shannon fully incorporates the dynamic, wearable medical
Kitsune II with extreme ease of use and innovative adaptation.

Global Leader in Security
OS Shannon is the only medical grade OS that has never been
compromised, has no open ports, is single source, secure and
completely interoperable without 3rd parties. This release
introduces deeper encryption and security than ever before.

Safe & Secure

Expanded Stability Leadership
OS Shannon powers one of the world’s most capable, high speed
quad-core processors and largest memory stacks. Designed
specifically and only for medical use means total stability.

Unlimited Battery Service
The OS Shannon’s new cascading power switching system and hotswap functionality keeps it running wire free for unlimited battery
use.

New Standards Interoperability
As part of the MRM services OS Shannon adds expanded on-board
drivers for all major printers, EMRs, Network Access Points,
Encryption, Data Services and more fully out-of-the-box ready.

Proximity & Mesh Enhanced
Leveraging and powering the Kitsune II processor, OS Shannon
creates realtime mesh networks for never before possible benefits
of staff accountability, messaging and location awareness features.
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Fully Medical

The Value of Medical Grade OS

Top 10 Powered by OS Shannon Benefits
Highest Medical Security
Secure PHI, build trust and reputation and save millions
The un-compromised Shannon OS comes with world leading
security without special adaptation by the enterprise. The only
secure, purpose designed and un-hacked OS for medical use.

Medically Interoperable
Shannon is designed to “talk” with your utilities
The drivers needed to operate with your devices, utilities,
printers and more are incorporated and connect-ready on
Phrazer/Kitsune’s secure platform.

High Speed/Low Cost CITE

EMR Ready

Innovation from staff at no extra cost due to OS efficiency
Shannon OS includes the streamlined foundation for rapid
inclusion of innovative CITE engagements your novel staff and
system benefit. Staff will innovate, achieve goals and
implement securely, quickly and across all demographies.

Via integrator or direct, Shannon connects
Via HL7, APIs or secure data exchange, OS Shannon’s
purpose built foundation ensures the connection is achieved
on time and budget. Shannon is pre-connected with popular
integrators for go-live interchange without new sockets.

Single Source Compliant

Point Solution Consolidation

One point of compliance ensures all elements are HIPAA
The OS, UIs, update mechanisms, data storage and more are
fully, inclusively and single source complaint. No license
agreements, extensive audits or hidden risk points.

Low Cost of Ownership
One point means no cascading, costly updates
This is a platform that requires no training, features single point
security and costs less than paper. No deprecating code,
rugged, no disposables, built to last years without degradation.

Secure Open Handset Alliance Services
Specialty “Apps” on a secure platform
If you have programs running on un-secured disposable
consumer platforms but you wish to keep them; Shannon OS
directly and exactly ports these to a stable medical platform.

Superfluous point solution burden elimination
Cumbersome computers on wheels, inadequate translation
solutions, scribe solutions and more are effectively
encapsulated on this one medical, safe, secure platform.

Regulatory
The only safe, secure and constitutionally compliant
From HIPAA to infectious disease control and from full audit
features to total Civil Rights coverages, Shannon OS keeps
patients and staff safe while complying with regulation.

The Patient
Patients overwhelmingly prefer and benefit
A solution that adapts to all languages, literacies, cultures,
genders and more on one efficient, safe, inclusive platform
is the top reason for Phrazer/Kitsune with Shannon OS.

